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1. State **three** internal factors that can affect nail growth. (3 marks)

2. Explain the growth cycle of the natural nail. (5 marks)

3. State **three** types of bacterial infections that would prevent a nail service. (3 marks)

4. State **two** disadvantages of using a hard gel. (2 marks)
5 Explain the considerations that should be taken when applying nail enhancements on a nail biter. (5 marks)

6 State three occasions when a client could return for maintenance. (3 marks)

7 Describe each of the following colour principles that are used when creating nail designs.
   a) Primary. (1 mark)
   b) Secondary. (1 mark)
   c) Tertiary. (1 mark)
8. Explain the importance of service objectives when carrying out a nail art service. (4 marks)

9. State four factors that may cause products to not bond during nail enhancement service. (4 marks)

10. State two possible causes of an exothermic reaction. (2 marks)
11 Explain the safety considerations when carrying out a nail service using liquid and powder. (6 marks)

12 State the information needed on a service plan. (4 marks)
13 Explain the environmental conditions that need to be taken into consideration when working in the salon. (4 marks)
The information provided in the table below is a case study of a client who has come into the nail salon to discuss a treatment plan and service. The client has a 2 hour booking with a 30 minute consultation.

Discuss the service options available, recommending a justified service plan for the client. (12 marks)

| Name:    | Jodie          |
| Gender:  | Female         |
| Age:     | 21             |
| Medical history: | Suffers with anxiety |
| Medication: | None          |
| Comments: | Jodie has never had nail extensions before. She is embarrassed about her nails as she has just got a new office job. Jodie is unsure what she wants however would like long nails for the foreseeable future. Jodie has also stipulated she would like nail art that is wearable everyday. |
| Nail and skin observations: | Jodie has short bitten nails. Overgrown cuticles and dry skin. |
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